Presentations
"Assessing the profile of inequality and why it matters" invited seminar at the University of Missouri -Kansas City (April 2017) "Revisiting the thermal/superthermal income distribution" invited presentation & participation in Money, Uncertainty, and the Macroeconomy, a COST Action interdisciplinary networking workshop (Galway, Ireland; March, 2016 ).
"What gradient? A BMA approach to untangling income, inequality, and mortality" invited presentation at Colorado School of Public Health (Denver, CO; September, 2015) .
"A tale of two Ginis in the US, 1921 US, -2012 given at the Kemmy Business School, University of Limerick (Limerick, Ireland; December, 2014 
Economics Department Seminars
-"Business cycle effects on inequality: Preliminary findings of race & gender differences," (April 2012).
-"Information & subjective probabilities: The Bayesian approach to statistical inference," (March 2011).
-"Econophysics, information, and the shape of the US income distribution," (October 2010).
Other Contributions
Blog entry "The Greek Debt: Sins and Misdemeanors in the European Economy," on Kosmopolitica | Ethics in Practice. (March 11, 2015) . TV Interview by Mary MacCarthy to appear on teleSUR (interview date: July 23, 2014). 
Student Supervisions
Supervised 11 MA theses as chair and 2 as co-chair; topics included empirical studies on returns to education, education inequalities, housing prices in China, and employment discrimination in China as well as conceptual work on theories of development, the relationship between inequality and cities, the reliability of Chinese statistics, the buffer stocks theory of savings, models of cascading failures of financial institutions, and structural finance (subsequently published in the Journal of Post-Keynesian Economics).
Plus membership on 15 other committees; outside committee member for Geography and Anthropology; undergrad senior papers & 2 honors theses supervisions; Independent Studies
Past Courses Taught
• ECON 2000 "Neoclassical Economics"
• ECON 3850 "Math for Economists"
• "Econometrics" (at Eugene Lang)
• "Statistics w/ SPSS" (at Eugene Lang)
Professional Memberships
• AEA, EEA, WEAI, URPE, AAUP, ES
